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THIS BOOK DONATED B''-. .-..-.. ~ ... ,,~~ 
THE INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 
The review presented in the following pages is a brief summary of 
the vari ed acti viti es of thi s Institute bet'l/een January 1, 1976 and 
June 30. 1977. It is the first of a series of "annual reports" and, 
though it covers more than a year, it provides a representative cross-
section of the kinds of activities that have been a part of the Institute's 
daily life for approximately nine years. 
The basic philosophy under which the Institute operates is that it 
provides for South Carolina a systematic. coordinated program of 
scholarly research throughout the state and outside the state when 
appropriate. in archeology and the related aspects of anthropology. 
The research at the Institute is not carried out as a series of dis-
jointed projects. emphasizing work at spectacular sites here and there. 
An emphasis is placed upon all of the aspects of the human experience 
within this geographic area for the entire time range of human occupation--
some 10.000 or more years. 
This research includes historic as well as prehistoric archeology. 
on land and beneath the coastal and river waters of the state. It is 
done at sites where human occupation has resulted in some rather spectacular 
and exciting remains as well as at those locations where people have left 
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only tiny bits and scraps of refuse 
behind. These seemingly meaningless 
bits and scraps often provide keys 
to understanding the more spectacular 
remains when they are systematically 
analyzed within broad conceptual 
frameworks in a coordinated research 
program. 
The educational and public 
service aspects of this research 
program are constantly intertwined. 
The progra~ operates, therefore. 
on a multisource funding structure. 
State support through the University 
of South Carolina provides the 
basic facility and minimal staff 
support. Most of the projects, 
however. are funded on contracts and 
grants from federal. state. and local 
agencies as well as from private 
industry and individuals. Each 
-project must therefore support itself 
within the overall program. 
The program at the Institute is nearly unique in American archeology in 
that it provides a staff of full-time research archeologists within a 
uni versity. community, "/hose primary conmitments are to generati ng research 
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data. It is a program that has set standards of professional accomplishment 
for the nation and is being emulated at other universities in various 
parts of the country. It is a model program that must become in the 
near future, the usual way to do American archeology rather than remaining 
unique or unusual. 
We hope that the following pages will provide a clear overview of 
the many facets of this program and of the volume of both public service 
and educational benefits that are currently being derived from it. 
Background of the Institute 
Archeological investigations in South Carolina began ·in the 1820's 
when a Camden physician, Dr. William Blanding, excavated portions of 
a temple mound and several other sites near Camden. Dr. Blanding did 
a creditable investigation, even by today's standards, and his notes 
were published in "Ancient t~onuments of the t·1ississippi Valley," Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. I, in 1847. 
For almost a century and ~ half after Dr. Blanding's work, very 
little archeology was done in this state. By the mid-nineteenth century 
some compilations of early travelers' reports were being published with 
comments on antiquities. Samuel Morton visited the state and commented 
on several mounds. In 1873, C. C. Jones published The Antiquities of 
Southern Indians, describing severRl mound and village sites. He, too, 
had visited the state. In the l ast two decades of the century the Bureau 
of American Ethnology sponsored several reports of southeastern antiquities 
in which South Carolina sites were mentioned or discussed, and C. B. ~loore 
sampled several sites in the Port Royal Sound area in the late 1890's. 
Local collectors of antiquities had been amassing large collections, 
some of which were later deposited in the Charleston Museum and others 
in the U. S. National Museum. 
The early twentieth century saw little change in this situation. 
Several publications referred, at some length, to South Carolina's 
antiquities, however, these were but parts of generalized studies of 
the eastern United States. The Charleston Museum published Laura ~L 
Bragg's "Indian Mound Excavations in South Carolina" in 1918 and Anne 
King Gregory's "Notes on the Sewee Indians" in 1925. A brief excavation 
at "Charles Fort" on Paris Island was done by ~,1ajor Osterhout in 1923. 
In 1930 the Peabody t·1useum of Harvard University sponsored an excavation 
at Stalling's Island in the Savannah River and Warren K. Moorehead tested 
some sites in the Beaufort area in 1932. 
Throughout the 1930's various federal relief programs (P.W.A., W.P.A. > 
C.C.C., etc.) developed large scale archeological projects throughout 
the country, but South Carolina did not become involved. After vJorld 
War II, the River Basin Surveys Program of the Bureau of American Ethnology 
developed major archeological programs in the large river basins in the 
country where dams were being built. South Carolina was only briefly 
involved in this. Two very brief surveys and two small excavations \'/ere 
done at tbe Clark Hill and Hartwell Reservoir areas. Meanwhile, the 
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Charleston ~·1useum was the only South Carolina agency involved in archeology. 
Throughout the first half of this century they were recording sites of 
archeological interest, mainly along the coastal areas. Through the 
mid-1920·s to the mid-1960·s Dr. Antonio Waring, a Savannah pediatrician, 
tested a number of coastal sites including two on Hilton Head Island. 
The Hilton Head work was followed, in 1966 with additional tests by 
Alan Calmes, a history student who also excavated a portion of Historic 
Camden in 1967. It is therefore obvious that while American archeology 
was developing extensive programs throughout the United States, no systematic 
program of archeological research was implemented in South Carolina. 
This state remained an archeological terra incognita. 
In 1963, the South Carolina Department of Archeology was created 
by an act of the General Assembly as a seperate state agency to conduct 
archeological research within the state. This department had no institu-
tional base, and there was no agency to which it was accountable. This 
was an impractical situation, however, some archeological projects were 
undertaken by the Di rector, Dr. ~Ji 11 i am E. Edwards, duri ng the next four 
years, working primarily on the state appropriated budget. 
Excavation of a unit of the late prehistoric village of Tugaloo 
on the Savannah River; archeological survey of portions of Horry and 
Georgetown Counties; excavation of a part of the historic Star Fort at 
Ninety Six in Greenwood County; tests of the Archaic period Sewee Shell 
Ring site in Charleston County; a small test at the Paleo-Indian period 
Theriault site in Burke County, Georgia; examination of an historic 
building site in Mount Pleasant and large test excavations at Fort 
Moore and Old Savanno Towne near North Augusta were undertaken during 
this period. Laboratory analyses were not completed on the materials 
from any of these sites, and the excavations at the Sewee Shell Ring 
site was the only one that resulted in a report. 
The major undertaking of this period was the Keowee-Toxaway Project, 
funded by Duke Power Company, in Pickens and Oconee Counties. Here, 
one historic site and six prehistoric sites were partially excavated 
and portions of the reservoir area were surveyed for additional sites. 
John Combes, the Assistant Director of the Institute, was the principal 
investigator on this project. 
.. .... " :1!'';':(¥-. ';' . ~> .. ~ .. ;;~:/ . 
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The Institute 
In July, 1967 the General Assembly transferred the South Carolina 
Department of Archeology to the University of South Carolina where it 
became the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology. It was a full-
time research facility seperate from the teaching department, and 
reported directly to the Vice President for Research~ 
In September, 1968, Dr. Robert L. Stephenson replaced Dr. Edwards 
as Director and State Archeologist. At that time there were but two 
professionally trained archeologists employed in the state. John 
Combes was still at the Institute and Donald Sutherland was an instructor 
in the Department of Anthropology and Sociology at the University of 
South Carolina. 
Strong support for the Institute soon developed from the University 
and from state and federal agencies such as the S.C. Department of 
Archives and History; the S.C. Department of Parks, Recreation and 
Tourism; the South Carolina Department of Wildlife and Marine Resources; 
the National Park Service; the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; and others. 
Facilities, space, staff and equipment were acquired and a systematic, 
long-range program of archeological research was outlined. The goal 
was to develop an archeological research facility that would be for 
South Carolina what the Bureau of American Ethnology at the Smithsonian 
Institution had been for the nation. 
A first effort was to begin a State-wide Archeological Site 
Inventory in conjunction with the South Carolina Department of Archives 
and History under the National Historic Preservation Act. This led 
to the Director becoming a member of the Board of Review for the 
National Register of Historic Places. The Inventory now has more than 
3,500 archeological sites on record and 59 archeological sites are 
on the National Register with over 200 other sites declared eligible 
for the National Register. 
The first field project of the new Institute, the excavation of 
the Charles Towne Landing site, was sponsored by the S.C. Tricentennial 
Commission. Field work directed by Stanley South lasted for a full 
year and two interim reports were prepared. A final report is being 
completed now to include the prehistoric Indian occupations (5,000 B.C. 
to A.D. 1,500), the protohistoric Indian ceremonial center (c.a. A.D. 
1500-1600), and the historic colonial settlement of 1670. 
Since that first project, 267 field and laboratory projects have 
been undertaken by the staff of the Institute. These have resulted 
in 115 technical reports in the Research Manuscript Series; two monographs 
in the Anthropological Studies series; two books, one written and one 
edited by Stanley South, published by Academic Press; seven volumes of 
brief reports (6 issues per volume) in The Notebook; approximately 135 
scientific papers presented at professional meetings; and over 1200 
illustrated talks to primary and secondary school groups, civic clubs, 
higher education organizations, historical societies, professional groups 
other than archeologists, environmental consulting groups, museums, 
and inte~ested citizen groups. 
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The research projects have ranged in size from a few days 
duration on a small Environmental Impact survey to several years duration 
on a project such as the Richard B. Russell Reservoir survey. They 
have been distributed throughout the state in 39 of the 46 counties. 
They have included brief reconnaissance, intensive surveys, minor 
testing, extensive testing, and full scale excavations, as well as 
development of methodological and theoretical frameworks for specific 
kinds of research and the development of specialized mechanical tools 
and equipment. The entire time span of human occupation of the state, 
from 10,000 years ago to the present, has been under investigation. 
Paleo-Indian sites of 9,000 and more years age, Archaic sites of 9,000 
to 3,000 years ago, Transitional sites of 3,500-2,000 years ago, 
Woodland sites of 2,500-1,000 years ago, Mississippian sites of 1,200-
300 years ago, protohistoric sites of the Indian-European contact 
period, colonial sites, and nineteenth century sites have all come 
within the scope of these investigations. 
The conceptual framework of these investigations has consistently 
emphasized interdis-
ciplinary studies 
with a strong empha-
sis on paleo-environ-
ments and explanation 
of cultural processes 
rather than simply 
descriptive-histori-
cal reconstructions 
of specific sites. 
The latter is necess-
arily done, of course, 
but only as one step 
in research process 
of explaining how 
and why people lived 
as they did within 
any given environmental setting. 
D. AFTER HE CHECKI~ Of 
EROSION ANO THE CONSEQUENT 
INCISEMENT Of THE 
HEAOWATER STREAM 
TREES IN BOTTOMlANOS NOT SHOWN 
FOR CL.ARITY 
Several individual programs have developed. In 1969, the General 
Assembly assigned the responsibility for the Underwater Archeology Law 
to this Institute. Although this program was not funded until 1972, 
a long range program of archeological research in the rivers and coastal 
waters of the state has been developed. 
The Institute became a responding agency within the Project 
Notification and Review System (the A-95 Process) in 1973. By this 
program all earth-moving construction projects in the state, should 
they be funded or licensed by the federal government, are reviewed. 
for adverse effect to archeological resources as part of the Environmental 
Impact Statement. Many small and large research projects funded by 
whatever party is responsible for the endangerment of archeological 
resources have evolved from this review system. The responsibility 
here is twofold: (a) to protect the cultural heritage of the state and 
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(b) to do so within time frames that do not unreasonably interfer 
with the construction project. 
Since 1969 this Institute has been involved with the archeological 
resources impacted by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers projects both directly 
with the Corps and through cooperation with the National Park Service. 
These Corps of Engineer projects have developed into a whole program. 
A Highway Archeology Program began in December '1974 with an 
agreement between the Institute and the South Carolina Highway Depart-
ment for year-to-year research on all of the highways of the state. 
The Archeological Society of South Carolina was organized by the 
Institute in 1969 as a cooperative effort to involve non-professional 
hobbyists with professional archeologists for the increase and diffusion 
of archeological information. This Society has some 250 members, it 
publishes a journal and has monthly and annual meetings. 
In 1975 the growth of the program of archeological research 
in South Carolina had developed from the two archeologists in 1968 to 
20 archeologists. In order to coordinate research and assure that there 
is no duplication of effort, t~e S.C. Council of Professional Archeolo-
gists was formed. This is an informal organization designed to assure 
consistency of work and to be an advisory panel to the State Archeolo-
gist. 
The Institute has also hosted four major professional meetings, In 
1970 the Southeastern Archaeological Conference met in Columbia as did 
the Conference on Historic Sites Archaeology, In 1975 the Society for 
Historical Archaeology and the International Conference on Underwater 
Archaeology met in Charleston. 
Most of the research effort of the Institute is done on contracts 
and grants. It is research that is required by law within the purview of 
several federal laws relating to the management of archeological resources. 
These are the Historic Sites Act of 1935, the Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960, 
the Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1970, Executive Order 11593, and the Archeological Conservation 
Act of 1974. These laws require that archeology be done in certain cir-
cumstances and they provide the working funds to do it. They do, however, 
require that the archeologists have a well-established and well-supported 
base from which to work in order to assure the best quality of work and 
the best custodianship of the recovered data. 
It is that excellence of scholarly work and responsible stewardship 
of the data that is the driving force behind this Institute. The support 
is provided by a most cooperative administration at the University of South 
Carolina. It is anticipated that this systematic, coordinated program of 
scholarly research will continue for many decades. Eventually an under-
standing of the many facets of past human activities will be achieved by 
this full-time archeological research effort. 
Robert L. Stephenson 
Director and State Archeologist 
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PREHISTORIC pROGRAMS OF STUDY 
Prehistoric archeology in South Carolina concerns the study of the 
numerous aboriginal populations that inhabited the State for at least 
10,000 years. Although in many important respects little is known of 
these groups, the Institute is studying their age and geographical 
distribution as well as other substantive problems, and developing 
models that will explain how their cultural systems operated. If 
there is one theoretical theme that charactedzes all of this \'Iork, 
it could be described as human ecology. This 
includes studies of settlement pattern, activity 
reconstruction, locationa1 analysis, and analyses 
of relevant biophysical resources. The general 
patterns of cultural evolution from early Holocene 
hunter-gathers to complex agriculturally-based 
societies, such as the chiefdoms observed by early 
Europeans in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, are all present in South Carolina as 
they are over much of the easter~ United States. 
We view the culturally and environmentally hetero-
genous state of South Carolina as a viable labora-
tory for the study of cultural processes reflected 
in the archeological record. With such an orienta-
tion we are in a better situation to learn from 
the archeological record about human behavior as 
well as to manage and preserve these cultural 
resources in a scientifically enlightened way. 
_ .... 
Although there is no independently funded program for prehistoric 
studies, almost every contract project performed through cultural resource 
management contributes knowledge to this research. One useful aspect 
of the contract projects is that they involve us in studying areas all 
over the State and in practically every natural environment. From a 
geographical standpoint, we are beginning to sample the extent of the 
State from the mountains to the coast. 
Through a series of highway surveys and other smaller projects, 
the Piedmont region is rapidly becoming better known in terms of pre-
historic site variability. The Interstate 77 and Laurens-Anderson corridors 
alone provided over 200 new sites and from these studies preliminary work 
has been started toward formulating settlement-subsistence models of 
Archaic economies. Most of our work and substantive knowledge relates to 
the inter-riverine zones of the Piedmont, the ridgetop and ravine land 
away from the major rivers. A ridgetop site was excavated in the late 
spring of 1977 near Winnsboro by John 'House and Ron Wogaman. One major 
riverine zone site, the Powell Shoals site on the Broad River about 30 
miles above Columbia, was excavated by Paul Brockington. Under the direction 
of Glen Hanson, the intensive survey of the proposed Richard B. Russell 
Reservoir in the Piedmont region of the Savannah River began in the summer 
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of 1977. This survey and resultant excavations are expected to provide 
a complete regional data set to further develop and test archeological 
settlement models relevant to the Piedmont environment. 
Three surveys were conducted in the Fall Line region, two for 
purposes of highway planning and one sewer line route. An extensive 
,--
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survey was do~e for the Bobby 
Jones Expressway in Augusta, 
Georgia by the Institue under 
the direction of Leland Ferguson. 
This survey discovered late Archaic 
sites buried under alluvium in 
the Savannah River valley by 
using a truck-mounted core drill. 
Another survey was done in the 
upper Congaree River Valley out-
side Columbia for the 12th Street 
Extension roadway. This survey 
revealed several sites ranging 
from early Archaic to Mississippian 
located primarily in the sandy up-
lands overlooking the floodplain 
of the Congaree River. The Crane Creek survey, also located outside of 
Columbia, was a proposed sewerline route that cross-cut the typically 
diverse environments of the Fall Line area. This survey produced a 
study of variability in site-function according to environmental location. 
Two surveys by Glen Hanson in the Savannah River locality of the 
upper Coastal Plain added to our site inventories from the southwestern 
portion of the State. Hanson completed a survey on the Savannah River 
Plant for the Energy, Research, and Development Agency (ERDA) and was 
allowed access to the library facilities of the Savannah River Ecology 
Laboratory. Another smaller survey was completed by Hanson on the 
Talatha Planning Unit, Sumter National Forest for the U.S. Forest Service. 
The coastal area received some attention in the past year and a half 
with the excavation and survey of three sites. The site of Fort Johnson 
located in Charleston Harbor had, in addition to its historic component, 
shell midden remains referable to the Early and ~1iddle l-Joodland periods. 
The Palm Tree site was excavated on the Amoco Chemical Plant near the 
Cooper River revealing another multicomponent occupation extending from 
late Archaic through Middle Woodland. In the summer of 1977, another site 
on the Amoco Chemical property, the Huger site, was excavated with 
similar results. 
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THE HISTORICAL ARCHEOLOGY PROGRAM 
The emphasis among those conducting research on sites of the 
historic period has been on the construction and testing of generalized 
models from the site specific data recovered from cultural resource 
management projects. This philosophy allows any archeological project, 
regardless of how project-specific the contractual goals may be, to 
contribute information useful to the field of historical archeology 
generally. Because of the lack of this broad generalizing philosophy 
in historical archeology, there is a serious need for the delineation 
of patterns of architecture, artifacts, features, and associations 
allowing the archeological record to be explained in relatJon to the 
behavioral patterns that produced the record and the processes 
responsible for that behavior. This strategy allows each site examined 
to provide input into the goal of understanding something about cultural 
evolution and cultural systems and how they work. The resulting 
patterns and models are continuously tested with new data as the 
opportunity arises with each new archeological research project. 
An excellent example of this procedure is seen in Kenneth Lewis' 
sampling study 
and tested his 
at the site of Camden, South Carolina, where he defined 
"Frontier Model," reported in Anthropological Studies 2, 
as "Camden, A Frontier Town." Richard 
;" ,, <isq 5u ¢ ~~~r~~!~~~n~~~1~:s p~~j!~~s H~f~~r r~~~!~t 
~ the emphasis on generalizing goals through 
Ali !
'~ the demonstration of contrasting pattern-
;; ing in the dispersion of artifact classes 
at these German-American and British-
American dwelling sites. Stanley South 
--j' '~' ii '~ '.~ ~ has emphasized the recognition of pattern 
'~j - in the artifact record and the need to 
make the most of both the historical and 
-~---._--------
' - '~ archeological data sets in "Palmetto Para-
--eEI~' ~6~~~I~,~,~~~~11~';~,:?I'. pets," his report of research at the site r ',,'r'·,:.;' ~ of Fort Moultrie, South Carolina (Anthro-
.-~-- .~-=---0--- 10=0:.--
0 -- ~:.-:~ 
~==--::. 
'-r:_ 
pological Studies 1). 
This emphasis is also demonstrated 
in South's book Method and Theory in 
Historical Archeology (Academic Press 1977), 
where he delineated the Brunswick Pattern 
of Refuse Disposal, the Carolina Pattern, 
the Frontier Pattern, and the Kitchen Artifact Pattern. This book has 
laid the foundation necessary for the emergence of historical archeology 
as a discipline contributing to the development of archeological science. 
The climactic demonstration of the philosophy directing the historical 
archeology program and the concrete results of the emphasis on bonding 
archeological theory to the data is to be seen in Research Strategies 
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in Historical Archeology (Stanley South, editor, Academic Press 1977), 
in which eight research archeologists at the Institute present chapters 
that clearly reveal the central position of historical archeology within 
anthropology, and provide a demonstration of what the Institute's 
historical archeology program is involved in. This book provides a 
view not only of the continued direction the historical archeology 
program at the Institute will be taking in the decade to come, but the 
direction historical archeology must take in its metamorphosis from a 
historical-particularistic to a generalizing scientific member of the 
research community. 
.L ..L ,. ..L ..L n. ... ..L ,~ ..L .L , .. 
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ARCHEOLOGY PROGRAM 
The Environmental Impact Archeology Program was created officially 
at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology and the Office of the 
State Archeologist in January 1974 to mitigate the growing impact on non-
renewable archeological resources by the rapidly increasing development 
of the State. This increasing destruction of archeological resources has 
been recognized nationally, and several Federal laws and regulations have 
been passed in an attempt to lessen the impact through development of a 
program of wise management, conservation, and protection policies. The 
Environmental Impact Archeology program works within these Federal laws 
and regulations, and within similar State regulations and guidelines to 
locate, study, and protect archeological resources, and thus to serve 
as an aid to controlled economic development of the State. 
Proper management involves close monitoring of construction and 
other destructive projects. This is accomplished in large part through 
the A-95 review system as mandated by the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1970. In this system pubJic notices are required for all projects 
involving Federal funding or licensing; similar public notice systems 
have been adopted by State agencies such as the Public Service Commission 
and the Water Resources Commission. These public notices are evaluated 
to determine potential impact to archeological resources. In doing so 
the State Inventory of Sites is studied, the staff and files of the State 
Department of Archives and History are consulted, and members of the 
Institute1s Local Contact team may visit the project area. The Local 
Contact team was organized in 1976 by the Institute to utilize the talents 
of local historians and amateur archeologists and their interest in re-
cognizing and protecting archeological resources in their immediate area. 
,. / ' 
I I I
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METHOD OF SlItVETIfrtG 
EACH SAIIIPLING UNIT 
Reports by these local persons of 
the terrain features, as well as 
of easily identifiable or 10ca11y-
known archeological sites in nearby 
project areas greatly aid in the 
formulation of recommendations by 
the Institute. 
After proper study, consultation, 
and perhaps Local Contact reports, the 
Environmental Impact Archeologist, in 
conjunction with the State Archeologist, 
makes recommendations clearing the 
project or suggesting further study 
of the potential or known archeological 
resources. Such further study is 
usually carried out in three phases, 
reconnaissance, survey, and mitigation/ 
excavation, with a report for each 
phase. The Environmental Impact 
Archeologist and his assistants are 
available to contract with the Project 
sponsor for this further study. 
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Several reconnaissance and survey projects already have been accomplished 
in 1977 and several others are planned; one mitigaton/excavation phase 
study is in progress, with others pending. In reconnaissance and survey 
projects the purpose is to locate sites and evaluate their significance. 
Often, sites located can be avoided by construction and thus protected. 
This is the most desirable form of mitigation in almost all cases--
archeological sites must be protected and saved fo~ the future when 
they can be studied more fully with the better techniques and theory 
that will inevitably be developed. In cases where destruction of a 
site is unavoidable, excavation recommen-
dations are made based on the nature and 
significance of the site. -'r--. IQI---"o:-.. -'; 
• 
It is well recognized that evalua-
tion of significance of sites is a diffi-
cult matter and in most cases rests on 
.. ~'+---:--=; 
.. ItI ~ .. 
the potential of the site for contribut- -l· ~.l 0 .. "0. 
I!QI c. ing to important problems under study in ...... . .... . • 
archeology, anthropology, and history. [lij .' . ~ •• 
The Envi ronmenta 1 Impact Archeology Pro- IOJ .. ··~ a 
0 .... 
..~ I 
gram must thus be cogni zant of current \ 12SI ' ~ r---WN1'f~RI)Gf D8FA118I 
research theories and goals, as'well as 0" ~ .g STIGE';;.~~TION 
investigative techniques. To further -- ",~~ . , :==_ ~=_ 1 t ..... e~_,. ..... 
thi s purpose the Envi ronmenta ~mpac~ h ... C [OJ" • .I~=-'- ~==:= 
Archeology Program, in conjunctlon Wlt . Y--. : .. 0;;;_ 
other ongoing research programs of the '---
Institute, is in the process of develop-
ing a comprehensive regional research plan for the State into which can 
be placed individual survey and excavation projects as they arise. 
Therefore, the Environmental Impact Archeology Program maintains standards 
of research and reporting such that results of studies undertaken will 
be contributions to the science of archeology as well as management reports 
useful to the contractor or project sponsor . 
.. 
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THE HIGHWAY ARCHEOLOGY PROGRAM 
The Highway Archeology Program, which began in 1974 and has been 
renewed yearly with the South Carolina Highway Department, continued 
to expand its research activities and support through 1976 and 1977. 
One of the initial steps in establishing a research-oriented management 
program for highway archeology studies, was the construction of a 
general research design. It was felt that due to the widely varying 
conditions under which projects would be conducted, some general 
theoretical and methodological continuity needed to be provided. The 
general design includes several relevant problem domains related to 
cultural identification, activity analysis, settlement vari-ability, 
and ecological analysis from which any site can be approached. Metho-
dological problems relate primarily to sampling both on an intersite 
and i ntrasite basis and potential limitations of the representativeness 
of site data generated by a highway corridor. 
'.A" __ ~ _ ~ 
Most of the 1976 research activity 
centered around two major highway 
surveys in the Piedmont, the Inter-
state 77 corridor and the Laurens-
Anderson Primary Connector route. The 
Interstate 77 survey and published re-
port represents our first major syn-
thesis for the eastern portion of the 
South Carolina Piedmont. This survey 
also employed an experimental random 
subsurface sampling method to determine 
the nature and extent of sites missed 
by ordinary surface survey techniques. 
The Laurens-Anderson survey, located 
in the northwestern Piedmont, was 
also an intensive surface and sub-
surface study. The latter project 
evaluated the environmental repre-
sentativeness of the highway route 
through a random vector study con-
ducted on ecological data drawn from 
the same region. Both Piedmont studies had as their major goal the 
construction and testing of a series of hypotheses about prehistoric 
settlement location and subsistence activities as they occurred in 
the upland and riverine portions of the Piedmont environment. ~~e 
are anticipating a substantial move forward in the testing of our 
ideas about the behavior represented by Piedmont ridgetop sites with 
the 1-77 mitigation excavation of the Windy Ridge site in Fairfield 
County in the spring of 1977. When the Laurens-Anderson report is 
finished and added to the already completed Interstate 77 study, the 
Institute will have a highly useful set of interrelated studies with 
which to approach the scientific management of Piedmont archeological 
resources. 
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The Highway Archeology Program also continued its survey 
activities in the Fall Line floodplain zone of the State with anothe r 
survey in the Congaree Creek locality southwest of Columbia. This 
area is ecologically simllar to other Fall Line river valleys like 
those already surveyed for highway projects near Camden and Augusta. 
These environments are very rich and diverse, and therefore desirable 
from the point of view of hunters and gatherers,. since they are located 
on a major physiographic ecotone, that of the geographic convergence 
of the Piedmont and Coastal Plain. Early colonial settlements 
were also attracted to these zones for purposes of defense, trade, and 
agriculture. 
EXCAVATlONS AT WN7I' RIDGE 
38fAJ18 
MtRFIELD COUC'TY, SOUTH CAROLINA 
~- ...... :oJ :::z:::J'-"" 
a._ ... __ •• "' .. _ •• "'""'-
. '-11 _ _ S_I.~_ 
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THE UNDERWATER ARCHEOLOGY PROGRAM 
The Underwater Archeology Program at the Institute of Archeology 
has as its primary responsibility, the management of the state's 
underwater archeological resources through the proper implementation 
of the underwater salvage law. A second responsibility is to conduct 
archival and field research with the goal of developing a com-
prehensive statewide inventory of underwater archeological sites, 
as a further step in resource management. 
The underwater archeological salvage law has two major functions: 
(1) to protect the State's interests in its valuable underwater 
archeological resource, and (2) to make it possible for private 
citizens to conduct underwater operations within a controlled situa-
tion. The law was enacted in 1968 and remained unaltered until 1976 
when it was rewritten in order to reflect changing conditions, new 
enforcement capabilities, and improved diver cooperation. This new 
law was drawn up by Institute staff members, with assistance and 
input from the Attorney General IS office, the South Carolina Museum 
Commission, and the statewide diving community. 
Educating private divers in order to obtain their cooperation 
in the management of cultural resources is a major goal of the program 
at the Institute. Efforts in attaining this have included appearances 
at local dive club meetings, appearances on radio and television talk 
shows, and the utilization of the talents of private citizens on some 
of the major research projects in the state. 
Several extensive surveys of 
coastal rivers and two excavations 
have been carried out by the under-
water section of the Institute in 
the past 18 months. The large 
sections of the Cooper, Ashley, 
and Stono Rivers have been 
surveyed as a result of several 
individual contracts. A major 
thrust of these projects has 
been toward the development of improved techniques and instrumentation 
to insure that adequate survey methodology will be available as the 
need for the assessment of cultural resources through the environmental 
impact program increases. Two underwater excavations have been carried 
out in the past eighteen months. The first, the excavation of an eight-
eenth century coastal vessel at Brown's Ferry on the Black River grew 
out of a find that was reported by a liscensed hobby diver in accordance 
with the underwater salvage law. "This vessel probably sank as a result 
of fire between 1730 and 1740, making it the oldest dated vessel recovered 
from U.S. waters. 
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Working under a grant from the South Carolina Museum Commission, 
the partially completed remains of a dugout canoe in the Waccamaw 
River were excavated in late winter, 1976. 
All of these projects have aided in developing a management program 
for the archeological resources that exist beneath the waters of 
the state. 
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OTHER PROGRAMS AND ACTIVrHES 
Seminar Series 
To promote increased intellectual interaction among the Institute 
staff and to provide a forum for the presentation and discussion of our 
scientific research, a seminar program is held biweekly. Speakers 
generally come from the staff and topics include theoretical, methodo-
logical and substantive treatments of ongoing research. The seminar 
provides the opportunity for the staff to collectively plan research 
projects and to improve research design. Visiting scholars are also 
invited to give seminars whenever they are available. 
Research Assistant Program 
An integral part of the professional staff includes persons already 
holding the B.A. or Masters degrees who come to the Institute for 1 year 
appointments as Research Assistants. These individuals have come from 
nearly all parts of the United States and contribute highly desirable 
intellectual diversity to our research programs. t1any of them are 
either continuing graduate students at other schools or they are between 
degrees and wish to come to the Institute to learn about archeology as 
it is performed in the Institute setting. As part of this program. 
the Research Assistant is offered the opportunity to engage in original 
research leading to publication and to utilize, where relevant, South 
Carolina data for theses and dissertations. 
Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc. and Public Archeology 
The ASSC is a joint non-professional and professional organization 
devoted to the preservation and study 
of South Carolina's archeological heritage. 
The Society is sponsored by the Institute 
and archeologists from the Institute 
have served as officers and participate 
as speakers in the Society's monthly 
~eeting program. Each year the Society 
and the Institute jointly sponsor a 
State meeting for the presentation of 
scientific papers treating the prehistory 
and history of South Carolina. 
As another part of the Institute's 
involvement with public archeology, 
non-professional members of the ASSC 
are encouraged to participate in the A-95 Contact Plan with the State 
Archeologist. According to this plan, interested Society members 
from communities throughout South Carolina do preliminary surveys for 
archeological sites on pieces of land that are being proposed for land 
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modification. Due to the vast number of such construction notices 
and the size of the State, the archeo10gica11y interested citizen can 
playa valuable role in protecting and studying the archeological 
resources of the State. 
Publications 
One tangible product of all archeological research is a published 
report. The report is not an end in itse l f, but a necessary tool 
that is used either by other archeologists to further their research 
efforts or by contract sponsors as a guide in planning for the proper 
management of archeological resources. At times, it is written in 
response to the interest of the citizens of South Carolina about the 
State's cultural heritage. To meet the needs of these diverse levels 
of inquiry, the Institute produces three seperate publications series. 
The Notebook is a bimonthly journal containing short research 
reports on archeological investigations in the State, reviews of 
books of interest to those concerned with Southeastern u.S. archeology, 
and reports of Institute activities. This series~ edited by Robert 
L. Stephenson, is intended for a professional as well as nonprofessional 
audience and is distributed free of charge to any persons interested 
in the Archeology of South Carolina. 
The Research Manuscri t Series is a report series of limited 
distribution from 50 to 200 copies) that is issued to satisfy 
several needs. It is intended to fulfill contract requirements to 
the various sponsors of archeological projects. It is also a scholarly 
report series for the dissemination of the results of archeological 
research and it serves at times as a forum for the discussion of 
Institute policies and goals. During the past eighteen months twenty-
nine Research Manuscripts have been issued by the Institute. A complete 
list of titles in this series is appended to this report and each of 
these is available at cost upon request. 
The Anthropological Studies Series is an occasional publication 
of the Institute, of monograph length reports on archeological research 
in South Carolina. To date, two numbers have been issued in this 
series. Stanley South's "Palmetto Parapets" reports the results of 
exploratory archeology at the site of the first Fort Moultrie on 
Sullivan's Island in Charleston Harbor. "Camden, A Frontier Town" 
is Kenneth Lewis ' report on the archeological excavations at the 
eighteenth century town of Camden, South Carolina. 
These three series are integral parts of the day-to-day workings 
of the Institute. They, along with the many papers presented to 
professional meetings and the numerous talks given by the Institute 
staff each year to various nonprofessional groups, are the Institute's 
outlet to the profession and the public to whom we are accountable. 
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In addition to these publications, two journals of national 
prominence receive a large measure of support from the Institute. 
Stanley South is the chairman of the Conference on Historic Site 
Archaeology, an organization that holds annual meetings in conjunction 
with the Southeastern Archaeological Conference, for a discussion of 
historical archeology. The proceedings of the CHSA are edited by 
South and published yearly as The Conference on Historic Site 
Archaeology Papers. This publication, now in its twelfth year, was 
the first national journal devoted exclusively to historical archeo-
logy. 
The Society for Historical Archaeology is an international 
organization that holds yearly meetings for the presentation of papers 
concerning historical archeology. The annual journal of the Society, 
Historical Archaeology, has been edited since 1974 by members of the 
Institute staff. From 1974 through 1975, John Combes, then Assistant 
Director of the Institute, was editor of the Society. Susan Jackson 
has been Associate Editor of the Society since 1974 and has continued 
in this capacity to the present, editing in addition to the journal, 
two special publications of, the Society. Darby Erd has functioned 




INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY STAFF 
University Supported Archeologists 
ROBERT L. STEPHENSON Director, State Archeologist and Professor, 
Department of Anthropology (Ph.D. ~1ichigan 1956). Cultural resource 
management; prehistoric and historic archeology of Great Plains, North-
west, and Southeast; Early Man; administration of research programs. 
ALAN B. ALBRIGHT, Underwater Archeologist 
(B.A. Oklahoma State University 1962) . Underwater archeology; 
conservation; scientific photography; material culture analysis; remote 
sensing survey. 
LELAND G. FERGUSON, Archeologist and Assistant Professor, Department of 
Anthropology (Ph.D. University of North Carolina 1971). Prehistoric 
archeology; archeological ~heory; environment and archeology; general 
anthropology; Southeast. ' 
STANLEY SOUTH, Archeologist (M.A. University of North Carolina 1959) . 
Method and theory in historical archeology; quantitative pattern 
recognition in archeological data from high energy cultural systems; 
Southeast. 
NEWELL O. WRIGHT, JR., Underwater Archeologist (Ph.D. Tulane University 
1976). Underwater archeology; primitive technology; cultural anthropology; 
Old World prehistory. 
Grant Supported Archeologists 
PAUL E. BROCKINGTON, Archeologist (Ph. D. University of Kansas 1977). 
Cultural ecology and evolution; archeological theory; lithic technology; 
prehistory of Southeast and Plains; cultural resource management. 
RICHARD F. CARRILLO, Archeologist (B.A. University of Kansas 1971). 
Historical Archeology. 
AL BERT C. GOODYEAR, III, Archeologist (Ph.D. Arizona State University 
1976). Cultural ecology; archeological theory; lithic technology; 
prehi story of Southeast and Southwest. 
GLEN T. HANSON, JR., Archeologist (M.A. Arizona State University 
1976). Prehistoric human ecology; complex societies; archeological 
me thod and theory; lithic analysis; quantitative analysis; Southeast 
and Eas tern N.A. 
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JOHN H. HOUSE, Archeologist (B.A. University of Arkansas 1972). 
Research design, regional survey, lithic analysis; behavioral inference; 
eastern N.A. prehistory. 
KENNETH E. LEWIS, Archeologist (Ph.D. University of Oklahoma 1975). 
Historical archeology; ethnology; ethnohistory; frontier models; 
Southeast. 
Grant Supported Research Assistants 
NEAL W. ACKERLY (B.A. Florida State University 1973) 
DAVID L. BALLENGER (B.A. University of South Carolina 1975) 
MARK J. BROOKS (B.A. University of Florida 1974) 
JOHN S. CABLE (M.A. Arizona State University 1977) 
WILLIAM T. LANGHORNE (M.A. State University of New York at Binghampton 1976) 
WILLIAM B. LEES (B.S. University at Tulsa 1975) 
JAMES L. ~~ICHIE (B.A. University of South Carolina 1977) 
RACHEL t~OST (B.A. Temple University 1976) 
MARION F. SMITH (M.S. Universjty of Oregon 1976) 
RICHARD TAYLOR (B.A. Washingtoh State University 1971) 
RANDOLPH J. WIDMER (B.S. Florida State University 1970) 
RONALD W. WOGAMAN (B.A. University of Arizona 1972) 
University Supported Specialists and Support Staff 
DOROTHY ALFORD, Administrative Clerk 
GORDON H. BROWN, Scientific Photographer 
R. DARBY ERD, Artist 
CARLEEN R. SEXTON, Accounting Clerk 
MYRA L. SMITH, Secretary 
RALPH L. WILBANKS, Research Analyst 
Grant Supported Specialists and Support Staff 
SUE JANE ALSING, Typist 
LESLIE L. BEUSCHEL, Laboratory Supervisor 
JACQUELINE E. CARTER, Laboratory Technician 
SHARON HOWARD, Typist 
SUSAN JACKSON, Editorial Assistant 
RONNY KIMBRELL, Library Technician 
ERIC NEIL, Laboratory Technician 
MARYJANE G. RHETT, Archivist 
DAVID P. SANDERS, Laboratory Technician 




























Research Associates (other anthropologists at U.S.C. and other state 
agencies) 
VELETTA CAN OUTS (M.A. University of North Carolina 1971). Winthrop 
College, Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
STANTON GREEN (Ph.D. University of Massachussetts-Amherst 1977). 
Department of Anthropology, University of South Carolina. 
KARL G. HEIDER (Ph.D. Harvard University 1966). Department of Anthropology, 
University of South Carolina. 
ELAINE HEROLD (Ph.D. University of Chicago 1957). The Charleston 
Museum, Charleston, South Carolina. 
JOHN JUSTESON (Ph.D. Stanford University 1977). Department of 
Anthropology, University of South Carolina. 
TED A. RATHBUN (Ph.D. University of Kansas 1971). Department of 
Anthropology, University of South Carolina. 
DONALD SUTHERLAND (Ph.D. Tulane University 1971). South Carolina 
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PUBLICATIONS AND MANUSCRIPTS 
ACKERLY, NEAL W. 
1976 Archeological research in the South Carolina Electric and Gas 
Company's proposed ancillary transmission line corridor for the 
City of Cayce, Lexington County, South Carolina: an evaluation of 
cultural resources 38LX104 and 38LXl12. Institute of Archeology 
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript 
Series 87. 
ALBRIGHT, ALAN B. . 
1976 Underwater archeological survey of proposed Cooper River dredge 
area adjacent to the Amoco facilities. Institute of Archeology 
and Anthropology, University of South 'Carolina, Research Manuscript 
Series 95. 
n.d. Recovery of a log canoe. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology~ 
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series, in 
preparation. 
ALBRIGHT, ALAN B. AND RALPH L. WILBANKS 
n.d. Underwater archeological survey of the Ashley River adjacent to 
Old Fort Dorchester. Institute of Archeology aud AnthropoZogy, 
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Seri~s, in 
preparation. 
BROCKINGTON, PAUL E.,JR. 
1976 Variability in the archeological record: some comments based on 
surface analyses. In Hopewellian archeology in the lower 
Missouri Valley, edited by A. E. Johnson. University of 
Kansas, Publications in Anthropology 8. 
1976 Archeology as anthropology: reconstruction of residence and 
descent patterns. In Kansas Working Papers in Anthropology 
and Linguistics, edited by l~alter M. Hull and Paul E. 
Brockington. University of Kansas, Departments of Anthropology 
and Linguistics, Lawrence. 
1977 Report of reconnaissance: Summer-Graniteville-23KV transmissiQn 
line (South Carolina Electric and Gas Company): station 1164+90 
"mounds. II Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, 
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series, 
in preparation. 
1977 Statement of general background, goals, and methods of 
transmission line archeological survey. Institute of Archeology 
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research Manu-
script Series 109. 
CARRILLO, RICHARD F. 
1976 Archeological investigation at Fort Dorchester(38DR4): 
an architectural assessment. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript 
Series 86. 
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1976 Landsford Canal. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University 
of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 57. 
1976 An archeological survey of Rawls and Kinley creeks, Lexington 
County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, 
University of South Ca:r'olina, Research Manuscript Series 105. 
1976 The Howser house and the Chronicle grave and mass burial, King's 
Mountain National Military Park, South Carolina. Institute of 
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, 
Research Manuscript Series 102. 
1976 Review of The Bertrand bottles: a studY of nineteenth century glass 
and ceramic containers, by Ronald R. Switzer. Plains Anthropologist 
21-74: 319-320. 
1977 Archeological variability--sociocultural variability. In 
Research St·rategies in historical archeology, edited' by Stanley 
South. Academi c Pre ss, New York. 
CARRILLO, RICHARD F. AND SUSAN JACKSON 
1977 An archeological survey of the proposed Gaffney Sewer improvements. 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South 
Carolina, Research M~~script Series 107. 
FERGUSON, LELAND G. 
1976 An archeological survey of a Fall Line creek: Crane Creek project, 
Richland County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology, University of South Ca:r'olina, Research Manuscript 
Series 94. 
1977 Review of The Cache River Archeological project: an experiment 
in contract archeology, assembled by Michael B. Schiffer and 
John H. House. Ame~can Antiquity 42(2): 289-291. 
1977 (editor) Archeological investigations at the Mulberry site. 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South 
Carolina, The Notebook VI{3&4): 57-122. 
1977 (editor) Historical archaeology and the importance of material 
things. Society for Historical Archaeology, special Publication 2. 
1977 An archeological-historical analysis of Fort Watson: December 
1 780-Apri 1 1781. In Research strategies in historical archeology, 
edited by Stanley South. Academic Press, New York. 
GOODYEAR, ALBERT C. 
1976 A proposed study of the archeology and history of the Otarre 
Development Company property. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript 
Series 99. 
1976 Current and future developments in archeological theory building 
within the contract framework. Institute of Archeology and Anth-
ropology, University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 101. 
1976 "Peer Review," in Desert resource and Hohokam subsistence: the 
Conoco Florence project, assembled by William H. Doelle. Arizona 
State Museum, Archaeological Series 103. 
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1977 Review of Behaviopal aPcheOlOgY3 by Michael B. Schiffer. AmePican 
AntiqUitY3 in press. 
1977 Research design in highway archeology: an example from South 
Carolina. In Consepvation aPchaeology: a guide fop cultupal 
resoupce management3 edited by Michael B. Schiffer and George 
Gumerman. Academic Press, New York, in press. 
1977 Regional model building in the contract framework: the Hecla 
projects of southern Arizona. In Consepvation apchaeology: 
a guide fop cultupal pesoupce management3 edited by Michael B. 
Schiffer and George Gumerman. Academic Press, New York, in press. 
1977 The historical and ecological position of protohistoric sites 
in the Slate mountains. In ReseaPch St~tegies in histoPical 
aPcheOlOgY3 edited by Stanley South. Academic Press, New York. 
HANSON, GLEN T. 
1976 Settlement location in the Star Valley study area: a preliminary 
report. Report submitted to the Southwestern Region, United 
States Forest Service. 
n.d. An archeological reconnaissance of the Talatha unit, Sumter 
National Forest, South ~arolina. Institute of Apcheology 
and Ant hPopo logy 3 univepsity of South Capolina3 ReseaPch 
ManuscPipt SePies3 in preparation. 
HOUSE, JOHN H. 
1976 Highway archeology: the 1-77 survey, Part I. FeatUPes and ppofiles3 
South Capolina's Apcheological News3 February 1976. 
1976 Highway archeology: the 1-77 survey, Part II. Featupes and PpofiZes3 
South CaPolina's Apcheological News3 October 1976. 
1977 Survey data and regional models in historical archeology. In 
Reseapch stpategies in histopical aPcheOlOgY3 edited by Stanley 
South. Academic Press, New York. 
1977 Prehistoric lithic resource utilization in the Cache Basin: a 
preliminary analysis of aboriginal procurement and utilization of 
Pitkin chert. In Consepvation apchaeology: a guide fop cultupal 
pesoupce management3 edited by Michael Schiffer and George 
Gumerman. Academic Press, New York, in press. 
HOUSE, JOHN H. AND DAVID L. BALLENGER 
1976 An archeological survey of the Interstate 77 route in the South 
Carolina Piedmont. Institute of Apcheology and AnthPopologY3 
univepsity of South Capolina3 Reseapch ManuscPipt SePies 104. 
HULL, WALTER M. AND PAUL E. BROCKINGTON (Editors) 
1976 The Kansas wopking papeps in anthPopology and linguistics. 
University of Kansas, Departments of Anthropology and Linguistics, 
Lawrence. 
JACKSON, SUSAN 
1977 Brown's Ferry and Historic Camden. Amateur' Apchaeologist 
1(3): 4-8. 
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LEWIS, KENNETH E. 
1976 Camden, a frontier town in eighteenth century South Carolina. 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South 
Carolina, Anthropological Studies 2. 
1977 The archaeological perspective on social change--the Virginia 
frontier. In The frontier: comparative studies, edited by 
David Harry Miller and Jerome O. Steffan, pp. 139-160. University 
of Oklahoma Press, Norman. 
1977 Sampling the archeological frontier; regional models and 
component analysis. In Research strategies in historical archeology, 
edited by Stanley South. Academic Press, New York. 
1977 Intrasite sampling in the archeological record: the discovery 
phase at Camden. Conference on Historic Site Archaeology Papers 
1975 10. 
1977 A functional study of the Kershaw house site in Camden, 
South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, 
University of South Carolina, Research Manuscript Series 110. 
PADGETT, THOMAS, MARK A. MATHIS AND RONALD WOGAMAN 
1976 An archeological investigation in the upper Petit Jean Water 
structure site #9. Arkansas Archeological Survey, manuscript. 
SCHIFFER, MICHAEL B. AND JOHN H. HOUSE 
1977 Cultural resource management and archeological research: the 
Cache project. Current Anthropology 18(1): 43-68. 
1977 An approach to assessing scientific significance. In Conser-
vation archaeology: a guide for cultural resource management, 
edited by Michael B. Schiffer and George J. Gumerman. 
Academic Press, New York, in press. 
1977 The Cache project survey design. In Conservation archaeology: 
a guide for cultural resource management, edited by Michael B. 
Schiffer and George J. Gumerman. Academic Press, New York, 
in press. 
1977 Indirect impacts of the channelization project on archaeo1ogi ca 
resources. In Conservation archaeology: a guide for cultural 
resource management, edited by Michael B. Schiffer and George 
J. Gumerman. Academic Press, New York, in press. 
SOUTH, STANLEY 
1976 Review of "Five artifact studies," Colonial Williamsburg Occasional 
Papers in Archaeology, 1, edited by Ivor Noel Hume. American 
Antiquity 41(1): 121-122. 
1976 Foreword in "Camden, a frontier town in eighteenth century 
South Carol ina." Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, 
University of South Carolina, Anthropological Studies 2. 
1976 Comments on ceramics and buttons from a burial in the Cunningham 
field mound D on St. Catherine's Island, Georgia. Institute of 
Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Research 
Manuscript Series 98. 
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1976 The role of the archaeologist in the conservation-preservation 
process. In Pr>eservation and conser-vation: principles and 
practices3 edited by Sharon Timmons. The Preservation Press, 
National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United States, 
Washington, D.C. 
1977 Method and theory in historical archeology. Academic Press, 
New York. 
1977 (editor) Research strategies in historical archeology. 
Academic Press, New York. 
1977 Archaeological pattern recognition: an example from the British-
colonial system. In Conser-vation archaeology: a guide for 
cultural resource management3 edited by Michael B. Schiffer 
and George J. Gumerman. Academic Press, New York, in press. 
1977 Pattern recognition in historical archaeology. In special 
issue of American AntiquitY3 edited by Michael B. Schiffer, 
in preparation. 
1977 Foreword in "Historical archaeology and the importance of 
material things." Society for Historical ArchaeologY3 Special 
Publication 2. 
1977 The temple at Town Creek Indian Mound State Historic site, 
North Carol ina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology3 University 
of South Ca~lina3 The Notebook V(5): 145-171. 
1977 (editor) The Conference on Historic Site Archae 0 logy Papers 
19753 Volume 10. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, 
University of South Carolina, Columbia. 
1977 (editor) The Conference on Historic Site Archaeology Papers, 1.9763 
Volume 11. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University 
of South Carolina, Columbia. 
1977 Review of "Casemates and Cannonballs: archeological investigations 
at Fort Stanwix, Rome, New York," by Lee Hansen and Dick Ping Hsu. 
United States Department of Interior3 Publications in Archeology 14. 
American Anthropologist3 in press. 
1977 An archeological survey of the Southeastern North Carolina 
coast. Institute of Archeology and AnthropologY3 University 
of South Carolina3 The Notebook VIII (1&2), in preparation. 
n.d. Research strategies for pattern recognition on historic sites. 
In special issue of World ArchaeologY3 edited by I. H. 
Longworth. The British Museum, London, in preparation. 
n.d. (editor) The emergence of historical archeology. In preparation. 
n.d. Man and Albermarle Point on the Ashley. Institute of Archeology 
and AnthropologY3 Unive~ity of South Carolina3 Anthropological 
Studies3 in preparation. 
SOUTH, STANLEY AND RANDOLPH WIDMER 
1976 Archeological samplin,g at Fort Johnson, SOllth Carolina. 
Institute of Archeology and AnthropologY3 University of South 
Carolina3 Research Manuscript Series 93. 
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1977 A subsurface sampling strategy for archeological reconnaissance. 
In Research stPategies in historical archeology~ edited by 
Stanley South. Academic Press, New York. 
SOUTH, STANLEY, DAVID HURST THOMAS AND CLARK SPENCER LARSON 
1977 Rich man, poor man: observations on three antebellum burials from 
the Georgia coast. Anthropological Papers of the American MUseum 
of Natural History~ New York, in press. 
STEPHENSON, ROBERT L. 
1976 Archeology in the South. Encyclopedia of Southern History. 
Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge. 
1976 An archeological survey of the Columbla Metropolitan Airport 
proposed parking facilities. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology~ University of South Carolina~ Research Manuscript 
Series 92. 
1977 A strategy for getting the job done. In Research strategies in 
historical archeology~ edited by Stanley South. Academic Press, 
New York. 
WIDMER, RANDOLPH 
1976 Archeological survey and assessment of cultural resources within 
the Unimark Plastics, Inc. tract, Aiken Airport Industrial 
Park, Aiken County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology 
and Anthropology~ University of South Carolina~ Research Manu-
script Series 88. 
1976 Archeological survey of the proposed record fire range, Fort 
Jackson Military Reservation, Richland County, South Carolina. 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology~ University of South 
Carolina~ Research Manuscript Series 90. 
1976 An archeological survey and assessment of cultural resources of 
the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company's Victoria Bluff facility, 
Beaufort County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology~ University of South Carolina~ Research Manuscript 
Series 91. 
1976 An archeological survey of the proposed sewerage system improve-
ments, Ridgeway, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology~ University of South Carolina~ Research Manuscript 
Series 97. -
1976 An archeological survey of the proposed East Cooper and Berkeley 
railroad, Berkeley County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology 
and Anthropology~ University of South Carolina~ Research Manuscript 
Series 100. 
1976 Archeological investigation at the Palm Tree site, Berkeley 
County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology~ 
University of South Carolina~ Research Manuscript Series 103. 
WOGAMAN, RONALD 
1977 Archeological investigation of U.S. 25 from Hodges to Ware Shoals, 
Greenwood County, South Carolina. Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology~ University of South Carolina~ Research Manuscript 
Series 111. 
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n.d. An annotated bibliography of archeological materials for primary 
and high school use. The Ar kansas Archeologist~ Fayetteville, in 
preparation. 
n.d. Modern environment of the Village Creek basin. In Village Creek: 
an explicitly regional approach to the study of cultural resources, 
edited by Timothy Klinger. Arkansas Archeological Survey Research 
Report~ in preparation. 
WOGAMAN, RONALD AND DAVID JURNEY 
1976 Archeological survey of proposed sewerage improvements for the 
city of Conway. Arkansas Archeological Survey, Fayetteville, 
manuscript. 
WOGAMAN, RONALD, JOHN H. HOUSE AND ALBERT C. GOODYEAR 
1976 An archeological reconnaissance of the four proposed Twelfth 
Street Extension routes, Lexington County, South Carolina. 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology ~ University of South 
Caro lina~ Research Manuscript Series 106. 
WRIGHT, NEWELL O. 
1976 Brown's Ferry expedition. Features and Profiles: South Carolina ' s 
Archeological News~ September 1976. 
1977 An underwater archeological survey of the Chicago Bridge and Iron 
Company's Victoria Bluff facility, Beaufort County, South Carolina. 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology ~ University of South 







TALKS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE 
ALBRIGHT, ALAN B. 
- April 20, 1976 - "Underwater Archeology in South Carolina." 
Brooklyn-Cayce High School Honor Society, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 9, 1977 - "The Current Status of Underwater Archeology in 
South Carolina, Conservation of Antiquities, and the Brown's Ferry Project." 
Columbia Science Museum, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 18,1977 - "The Brown's Ferry Project, Its Significance in 
Underwater Archeology." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
- March 10, 1977 - "The Brown's Ferry Project." Georgetown County 
Historical Society, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- r~arch 14 - 17,1977 - "Underwater Archeology in South Carolina," 
"A Brief Discussion on Conservation," "The Bluff Plantation Project," 
"The Brown's Ferry Project." Seagull Program, Kershaw County School 
District, Camden, South Carolina. 
- April 13, 1977 - "South Carol ina's Underwater Salvage Law and the 
Brown's Ferry Project." Co.llege of Charleston Scuba Club, Charleston, 
South Carolina. 
ALBRIGHT, ALAN B. AND RALPH WILBANKS 
- January 8,1976 - "The South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law." 
University of South Carolina Skin and Scuba Diving Club, Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
- February 1, 1976 - "South Carol ina Underwater Salvage Law." Divers 
Down Club, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 11, 1976 - "Underwater Archeology and South Carol ina." t·1arine 
Affairs Study Team, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 26, 1976 - "The South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law and 
the Current Status of Underwater Archeology in South Carolina." 
Florence Scuba Club, Florence, South Carolina. 
- ~·1arch 1, 1976 - "Management of South Carol ina 's Underwater Archeological 
Resources." Educational Television, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- March 14, 1976 - Studio See, Educational Television, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
- May 6,1976 - "Diving for History ;n South Carolina." Byrnes Elementary 
School, Charleston, South Carolina. 
- May 10, 1976 - "The Proposed Brown's Ferry Project." Georgetown County 
Council, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- July 23, 1976 - "The Current Status of the Brown's Ferry Project." 
Scuba Georgetown, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- September 20, 1976 - "The Brown's Ferry Project." Institute of 
Archeology and Anthropology Symposium, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- October 18, 1976 - "The Brown's Ferry Project." Georgetown Town 
Meeting, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- October 22, 1976 - "The Brown's Ferry Project." 7: 30 Show, Educat; ona 1 
Television, Columbia, South Carolina. 
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- November 17, 1976 - liThe South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law and 
the Brownls Ferry Project." University of South Carolina, College of 
General Studies, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- December 10, 1976 - "Underwater Archeology and the Law in South 
Carolina. 1I Rotary Club, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- January 11,1977 - liThe South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law, the 
Brownls Ferry Project, and the Bluff Plantation Project." The Hilton 
Head Underwater Society, Hilton Head, South Carolina. 
- January 12, 1977 - "A Discussion of the Artifacts from Brownls Ferry 
and the Technical Problems Associated With Raising the Brownls Ferry 
Boat. II Scuba Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina. 
- January 31,1977 - "Underwater Archeology and the Law and the Brown's 
Ferry Project. II Educational Radio, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 1, 1977 - liThe South Carolina Underwater Sa.lvage Law." 
University of South Carolina, Skin and Scuba Diving Club, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
- February 12, 1977 - Participated in the South Carolina State Diving 
Council, Columbia, South Carolina. 
FERGUSON, LELAND G. 
- June - July, 1976 - Taugh~ Field Methods in Archeology Course. 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- November 16,1976 - IISouth Carolina Archeology. II Seven Oaks Elementary 
School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
GOODYEAR, ALBERT C. 
- November 22, 1976 - liThe Indians and Archeology of South Carolina. 1I 
Seven Oaks Elementary School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- June 30, 1976 - "Techniques for the Analysis of Prehistoric Stone 
Tools and Waste Flakes. II Archeological Field Methods Class, Winthrop 
College, Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
- Spring 1977 - Independent Study Tutorial with Gifted Student 
Program. Spring Valley High School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
GOODYEAR, ALBERT C. AND GLEN T. HANSON 
- November 18, 1976 - IICultural Resource Management in South Carolina 
and the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology. II College of General 
Studies, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
HANSON, GLEN T. 
- July 18, 1976 - ."The Classic Period Hohokam Occupation of the r1iddle 
Gila River Valley, Arizona." Archeological Society of South Carolina, 
Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
- August 1976 - April 1977 - Instruction in Archeological Field 
Methods provided to the Augusta Archeological Society and the Archeological 
Society of South Carolina, Inc., Aiken County, South Carolina. 
HANSON, GLEN T. AND ALBERT C. GOODYEAR 
- March 10, 1977 - liThe Role of the Forester in Recording Archeological 
Information in the South Carolina Piedmont. II Enoree Chapter of the 
American Society of Foresters, Greenwood, South Carolina. 
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HOUSE, JOHN H. 
- April 1976 - Participation in weekend test excavations of Anthropology 
350 class. University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- June 1976 - Participation in Archeological Field Methods Class. 
University of South Carolina, Columbia. 
- July 7, 1976 - "Current Piedmont Research and Excavation Research 
Design." Archeological Field Methods Class, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, 
South Carolina. 
LANGHORNE, THOMAS 
- February 2,1977 - "Historical Archeology." L.W. Condor Elementary 
School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
LEWIS, KENNETH E. 
- November 17, 1976 - "Summary of Archeological Work at Camden." 
Irmo Middle School, Irmo, South Carolina. 
- December 7, 1976 - Lecture to Anthropology 101 class. University 
of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- January 21, 1977 - "A Functional Study of the Kershaw House in 
Camden, South Carolina." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., 
Columbia, South Carolina . . 
LEWIS, KENNETH E. AND THOMAS LANGHORNE 
- March 21,1977 - "Historical and Archeological Background of Camden." 
Camden Middle School, Camden, South Carolina. 
- March 22, 1977 - "Historical and Archeological Background of Camden." 
Camden Middle School, Camden, South Carolina. 
- March 23,1977 - "Historical and Archeological Background of Camden." 
Camden Middle School, Camden, South Carolina. 
- ~~arch 24, 1977 - "Historical and Archeological Background of Camden." 
Camden Middle School, Camden, South Carolina. 
SOUTH, STANLEY A. 
- June 15, 1976 - "Historical Archeology, Anthropology, and Pattern 
Recognition." Archeological Field Methods Class, Winthrop College, 
Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
- July 7, 1976 - "Ideas in Hi stori ca 1 Archeology." Graduate Summer 
Institute of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro and the 
Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts, Old Salem, Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina. 
- October 22, 1976 - "Testing Ideas About the Past." Consultation for 
the College of William and Mary and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, Williamsburg, Virginia. 
- November 30, 1976 - "Historical Archeology as a Potential Career." 
Irmo Middle School, Irmo, South Carolina. 
- February 18,1977 - "Testing Ideas in Historical Archeology." 
Visiting Lecture Series, Department of Anthropology, Georgia State 
University, Atlanta, Georgia. 
- February 21, 1977 - "Historical Archeology and the Process of Pre-
serving Remains from the Past." L.W. Condor Elementary School, Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
- t~arch 8, 1977 - IIEvi dence of Southern ~1ateri a 1 Culture as Found in 
Archeulogy." Lecture Series, t·1useum of Early Southern Decorative Arts, 
Old Salem, Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 
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- April 14, 1977 - IIPattern in Historical Archeology. II School of 
Environmental Design, University of Georgia. Athens, Georgia. 
- June 6,1977 - IITesting Ideas in Historical Archeology.1I Graduate 
Summer Institute of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
and the Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts, Old Salem, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina. 
STEPHENSON, ROBERT L. 
- January - May 1976 - Taught Field Problems in Archeology Course. 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- January 12, 1976 - IIArcheological Values and Construction Projects. 1I 
Corps of Engineers, Charleston, South Carolina. 
- January 22.1976 - IIPresent Knowledge of South Carolina's Historic 
Indians. 1I South Carolina Human Affairs Commission, Columbia, South 
Carol ina. 
- March 12, 1976 - IIRelationship of History and Archeology,1I IIWhere is 
There a Living in Archeology?lI, IISouth Carolina's Prehistoric Heritage. 1I 
American Anthropological Association Visiting Lecuture Program. Spartan-
burg Regional Campus of the University of South Carolina. Spartanburg. 
South Carolina. 
- April 22, 1976 - IIArcheological Resources of the Congaree Creek 
Area and the Effects of Development on Them.1I Otarre Development Company, 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
- April 28, 1976 - IIArcheological Responsibilities in the Trotter's 
Shoals Reservoir. 1I WIS-TV, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- May 6, 1976 - liThe Institute of Archeology and Anthropology and 
South Carolina Archeological Research.1I WIS-TV, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- May 12, 1976 - IIEnvironmental Impact and the Archeological Respon-
sibility of Developers. II Coastal Carolina Regional Campus of the 
University of South Carolina, Conway, South Carolina. 
- May 15, 1976 - IIArcheology and History Within Soil Conservation 
Service Projects. II Soil Conservation Service, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- June 24,1976 - IIField Methods in Prehistoric Archeology. II Winthrop 
College, Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
- June 29,1976 - liThe Earliest Carolinians. II Toastmasters International 
District Meeting, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- July 9,1976 - liOn the Air at Dutch Square. 1I WIS Radio, Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
- July 20, 1976 - IIWhat Does the Archeol ogi st Do? II Art James Talk 
Show, WNOK Television, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- July 29,1976 - IICareer Opportunities in Archeology. II WNOK Televison, 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
- July 30, 1976 - IIArcheo 1 ogi ca 1 ~1ethods and Procedures." Augusta 
College, Augusta, Georgia. 
- August 11, 1976 - Time to Talk Show With Bill Benton, WIS Radio, 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
- September 2, 1976 - IIProcedures for the A-95 Process and Environmental 
Impact Statement." Department of Health and Environmental Control, 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
- September 18.1976 - IISouth Carolina Museum Directions and Potentials." 
South Carolina Federation of Museums Annual Meeting, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
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- November 11, 1976 - Exhibit of Institute Materials and Archeological 
Results. Central Midlands Regional Planning Council, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- December 4, 1976 - "The Institute of Archeology and Anthropology: a 
Hidden Resource." South Carolina Association of Colleges and Universities, 
Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
- February 3,1977 - "Archeological Clay Products." Dr. John Carpenter's 
Geology Class, Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
- February 7, 1977 - "American Archeology. II District No.1 Teacher's 
Workshop, Columbia Science Museum, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 8,1977 - "South Carolina Archeology. II District No.1 
Teacher's Workshop, Columbia Science Museum, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- r1arch 10, 1977 - "Current Trends in Archeological Responsibility." 
Educational Radio, Columbia, South Carolina. . 
- April 5, 1977 - "Cultural Evolution and the Use of Archeology. II 
~~inn Academy, Winnsboro, South Carolina. 
- April 14, 1977 - "Careers in Archeology. II Bishopville Middle School, 
Bishopville, South Carolina. 
- June 30, 1977 - Lecture in Department of Anthropology, University 
of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
WILBANKS, RALPH L. 
- February 17,1976 - liThe South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law." 
Scuba Class, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- February 18,1976 - liThe South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law." 
Scuba Georgetown, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- February 19, 1976 - liThe South Ca ro 1 ina Underwater Sa 1 vage Lat'l. II 
Scuba Class, Conway, South Carolina. 
- r~arch 15, 1976 - liThe Bluff Plantation Project. II College of 
Charleston, Scuba Club, Charleston, South Carolina. 
- May 5, 1976 - liThe South Carolina Underwater Salvage Law." 
Octopus Gardens Dive Shop, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
- April 12,1977 - "Brown's Ferry Project." International Paper 
Company, Georgetown, South Carolina. 
HOGAMAN, RONALD 
- November 11,1976 - "South Carolina Prehistory and Archeological 
~lethods." Irmo r.,liddle School, Irmo, South Carolina. 
- February 23, 1977 - "South Carolina Prehistory and Archeological 
Methods." L.l~. Condor School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 24, 1977 - "South Carolina Prehistory and Archeological 
r·lethods. II L.W. Condor School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- 1-1arch 3,1977 - "South Carolina Prehistory and Archeological t·lethods." 
Oak Grove Elementary School, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- March 24, 1977 - "South Carolina Prehistory and Archeological 
Methods. 'I Bamberg Elementary School, Bamberg, South Carolina. 
WRIGHT, NEWELL O. 
- October 6, 1976 - "Demonstration of Flint Knapping Techniques." 
Anthropology Class, University of South Carolina Extension, Ft. 
Jackson, Columbia, South Carolina. 
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- November 2,1976 - "Demonstration of Flint Knapping Techniques." 
Anthropology Class, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
- November 4,1976 - "The Brown's Ferry Project. II Anthropology Class, 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- December 7, 1976 - "Aspects of Archeology." Department of Geology, 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- December 12,1976 - "Various Aspects of Archeology." Department of 
Geology, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
- February 3, 1977 - "A Demonstration of Flint Knapping Techniques." 
Anthropology Class, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina. 
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ALBRIGHT, ALAN B. 
- January 8, 1976 - "South Carolina Rivers, Paths of Commerce." 
International Conference on Underwater Archaeology, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 
- January 7,1977 - "Underwater Archaeology and the Law." International 
Conference on Underwater Archaeology, Ottawa, Canada. 
- March 20,1977 - liThe Brown's Ferry Boat: An Archeological Discovery." 
North American Society for Oceanic History, Inc., Salem, Massachusetts. 
- April 2, 1977 - liThe Brown's Ferry Project." Archeological Society 
of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. . 
- May 7, 1977 - "Significant Underwater Archeology Projects in South 
Carolina." National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Symposium 
on Underwater Archeology, Wilmington, North Carolina. 
ALBRIGHT, ALAN B. AND RALPH L. WILBANKS 
- March 28 - April 2,1976 - "Sea Flood Engineering 'Hands On l Seminar." 
Harvey-Lynch, Inc., New Orleans, Louisiana. 
- May 22, 1976 - "Remote Sensing as it Pertains to Underwater Archeology. II 
Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
- January 4,1977 - "Construction of Brown's Ferry Wreck. II International 
Conference on Underwater Archaeology, Ottawa, Canada. 
BROCKINGTON, PAUL E. 
- April 2, 1977 - liThe Powell Shoals Site: An Archaic Period Base Camp 
on the Broad River." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
BROCKINGTON, PAUL E. AND DONALD D. STULL 
- March 17, 1976 - "A Cross-National Analysis of Household Expenditures 
on Beverage Alcohol." Joint Meeting of the Society for Applied 
Anthropology and the Central States Anthropological Society, St. Louis, 
Missouri. 
FERGUSON, LELAND 
- April 22, 1977 - "Archeological Materials as a Cultural Resource." 
Cultural Resource Planning and r~anagement Symposium, sponsored by the 
Department of Anthropology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia. 
GOODYEAR, ALBERT C. 
- May 6, 1976 - "Current and Future Developments in Archaeological 
Theory Building Within the Contract Framework. II Society for American 
Archeology, St. Louis, Missouri. 
- May 22, 1976 - "A Consideration of Intrasite Spatial Analysis in 
Archeological Surveys." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
- November 4, 1976 - "Strategies and Results in Model Building in the 
South Carolina Piedmont: The Laurens-Anderson Interstate Corridor.1I 
Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
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GOODYEAR, ALBERT C. AND JOHN H. HOUSE 
- April 2, 1977 - "Recent Approaches and Results in Piedmont 
Archeology. II Archeological Society of South Carolina, Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
HANSON, GLEN T. 
- April 22-23, 1976 - "Prehistoric Site Variability and Function: A 
Case Study From Star Valley, Central Arizona." Field House and Special 
Site Symposium, Tucson, Arizona. 
- November 6, 1976 - Discussion for symposium "Approaches to Anthropolo-
gical Archaeology under Contract. II Southeastern Archaeological 
Conference, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
- April 2, 1977 - liThe Archeology of the Savannah River Plant Area, 
Aiken and Barnwell Counties, South Carolina." Archeological Society 
of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
HANSON, GLEN T. AND TERESA TUCKER 
- April 30, 1976 - "l~ackers and Bashers: A qe-examination of Classic 
Hohokam Lithic Classification. II Southv'/estern and Rocky Mountain 
Division of the American A~sociation for the Advancement of Science, 
Tucson, Arizona. 
HOUSE, JOHN H. 
- May 22, 1976 - "Investigating Piedmont Prehistory: Survey Methods and 
Settlement Models." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
- November 5, 1976 - "Exploring Prehistoric Utilization of the Inter-riverine 
Piedmont: The Interstate 77 Survey. II Southeastern Archaeological Conference, 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
LEWIS, KENNETH 
- March 25, 1976 - "Regional Analysis and Component Analysis: Camden on 
the Carolina Frontier." Second Oklahoma Symposium on Comparative 
Frontiers, Norman, Oklahoma. 
- May 22, 1976 - "Discovery Phase of Archeology at Camden, South Carolina, 
1974-1975." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
MOST, RACHEL A~D GLEN T. HANSON 
- April 2, 1977 - "Colonial Settlement Location in the Savannah River Valley." 
Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
SMITH, LANGDON AND ALBERT C. GOODYEAR 
- April 28, 1977 - "The Statistical Discrimination of Hard and Soft 
Percussors." Society for American Archaeology, New Orleans, Louisiana. 
SOUTH, STANLEY 
- March 26,1976 - "Pattern Recognition in Historical Archeology." 
Florida Anthropological Society, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. 
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- November 5, 1976 - "Pattern Recognition in Historical Archeology." 
Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
- November 20, 1976 - "Some Comments on Cultural Resource Management 
in Historical Archeology." American Anthropological Association, 
Washington, D.C. 
- November 20, 1976 - "Prehistoric - Historical Interface in Archeology." 
American Anthropological Association, Washington, D.C. 
- April 4,1977 - "Monitoring Culture Systems through Data from Historic 
Sites." Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
- April 14, 1977 - "Pattern Recognition in Historical Archeology." 
University of Georgia Anthropological Association, Athens, Georgia. 
STEPHENSON, ROBERT L. 
-October 23,1976 - "South Carolina and Georgia in Partnership." Society 
for Georgia Archeology, Augusta, Georgia. 
- April 2,1977 - "South Carolina Archeology: An Overview." Archeological 
Society of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
~11 LBANKS, RALPH 
- May 22, 1976 - "The Bluff Plantation Project." Archeological Society of 
South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South Carolina. 
- January 9, 1977 - "The Technical Problems Associated with Raising the 
Brown I s Ferry." Internati ona 1 Conference on Underwater Archaeology, 
Ottawa, Canada. 
- May 7, 1977 - "Technical Problems Encountered in Underwater Archeological 
Excavations." National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Symposium 
on Underwater Archeology, Wilmington, North Carolina. 
WOGAMAN, RONALD 
- March 9, 1977 - "Using Government Land Office Survey Notes in an 
Environmental Reconstruction of the Village Creek Basin: A Research 
Design." Arkansas Academy of Science, Russellville, Arkansas. 
- April 2, 1977 - "Twelfth Street: A Reconnaissance Project of the Highway 
Program. " Institute of Archeology and /\nthropology, University of South 
Carolina, Archeological Society of South Carolina, Inc., Columbia, South 
Carolina. 
WRIGHT, NEWELL 
- January 9, 1977 - "The Brown's Ferry Site: An Analysis of Patterns." 







INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 
RESEARCH MANUSCRIPT SERIES 
Exploratory Archeology at the Site of 1670-1680 Charles Towne on 
Albermarle Point in South Carolina 
Stanley South 3/69 
Archeological Exploration of Landis Ford Canal, Chester County, 
South Carolina 
E. Thomas Hemmings 1970 
3 Archeological Survey of the Trotter's Shoals Reservoi~ in South 
Carolina 
E. Thomas Hemmings 1970 
4 Institute of Archeology and Anthropology: Statement of Goals 
1970-1980 
Robert L. Stephenson 7/70 
5 Exploratory Excavation at the Price House (38SP1) 
Stanley South 7/70 
6 Exploratory Archeology at N'inety Six (38GNl-38GN5) 
Stanley South 9/70 
7 Emergence of Formative Life on the Atlantic Coast of the Southeast 
E. Thomas Hemmings 10/70 
8 Prehistoric Subsistence and Settlement on the Upper Savannah 
River 
E. Thomas Hemmings 10/70 
9 Historical Perspective at Ninety Six with a Summary of Exploratory 
Excavations at Holmes Fort and the Town Blockhouse 
Stanley South 5/71 
10 Archeology at the Charles Towne Site (38CH1) on Albermar1e Point 
in South Carolina 
Stanley South 5/71 
11 Archeological Resources along the Proposed Route of Interstate 77 
Thomas M. Ryan 6/71 
12 Archeological Survey along the Broad River Near Leeds, S.C. 
Thomas M. Ryan 8/71 
13 Exploratory Excavation in the Yard of the John Fox House (38LX31) 
Richard Polhemus 9/71 
14 Exploratory Excavations at Fort Hawkins, Macon, Georgia: An 
Early Nineteenth Century r~i 1 itary Outpost 
Ri cha rd Ca rri 11 0 10/71 
15 Archeological Investigation of a Proposed Pipeline Ditch at Charles 
Towne Site (38CH1) August 30 - September 1, 1971 
Richard Polhemus 10/71 
16 The Pawley House (38GE15) 
Stanley South 10/71 
17 Archeological Investigation of a Proposed Pipeline Ditch at Charles 
Towne Site (38CH1) December 7 - December 10, 1971 















Archeological Investigation at the Site of Williamson's Fort of 1775, 
Holmes' Fort of 1780, and the Town of Cambridge of 1783-1850's 
Stanley South 4/72 
Evolution and Horizon as Revealed in Ceramic Analysis in Historical 
Archeology 
Stanley South 4/72 
The Unabridged Version of Tribes of the Carolina Lowlands: Pedee-
Sewee-~~i nyaw-Waccamaw-Cape Fea r-Conga ree-Wateree-Santee 
Stanley South 4/72 
An Examination of the Site of Fort Hawkins in Macon, Bibb County, 
Georgia, with an Evaluation of the Potential for Historical Archeology, 
with a View Toward Historic Site Development 
Stan 1 ey South . 12/70 
Archeological Investigation in the Vicinity of the Brown House 
Charles Towne Site (38CH1) 
Richard Polhemus 10/71 
A Basic Inventory of Archeological Sites in South Carolina 
Robert L. Stephenson 7/71 
John's Island Burial 38CH69 
Richard Polhemus 5/72 
Archeological Excavation at Pinckneyville, Site of Pinckney District 
1791 - 1800 
Richard Carrillo 4/72 
The Role of the Archeologist in Conservation-Preservation Process 
Stanley South 5/72 
A House on Cambridge Hill (38GN2): An Excavation Report 
Steven Baker 3/72 
38CL4 An Archaic-Woodland Site in Calhoun County, South Carolina 
George Teague 8/72 
A Basic Inventory of Archeological Sites in South Carolina: 
Revised 
Robert L. Stephenson 7/72 
30 Pawley House Revisited 
Richard Polhemus 10/72 
31 Marked Cerami cs from Ni nety Si x 
Richard Polhemus 
32 The Horizon Concept Revealed in the Application of the Mean Ceramic 
Date Formula to Spanish Majolica in the New World 
Stanley South 12/72 
33 An Archeological 'Survey of the Westinghouse Electric Corporations' 
Proposed Nuclear Recycling Plant Near Iva, Anderson County, South 
Carolina 
John D. Combes 1/73 
34 Horse Range Swamp Watershed Survey 
Le 1 and Ferguson 
M. P. Luttrell 1/73 
35 English Wine Bottles as Revealed by a Preliminary Probability and 
Statistical Study: A Further Approach to Evolution and Horizon in 
Historical Archeology 






Exploratory Archeology at the Scott's Lake Site (38CR1) 
Santee Indian Mound - Ft. Watson: Summer 1972 
Leland Ferguson 2/73 
Archeological Survey of the Columbia Zoological Park. 
Richland and Lexington Counties. South Carolina 
Thomas M. Ryan 8/72 
Analysis and Evolution of the Klamath Button Belt and 
the Legend Surrounding It 
Robert L. Stephenson 
J. David Miller 
Rogert L. Ogle 5/73 
39 Preliminary Archeological Investigation at Fort Dorchester (38DR4) 
Richard Carrillo 4/73 
40 An Archeological Survey of the South Carolina Electric and Gas 
Company's Proposed Calhoun Falls-Hart 115 Kv Transmission Line 
from Calhoun Falls to Savannah River 
John Combes 6/73 
41 An Archeological Survey of the Area of a Proposed Industrial Park 
Located on the Byrd Trust Lands in Florence County. S.C. 
Stanley South 5/73 
42 An Archeological Survey of Jenkins Island. Beaufort County. S.C. 
Stanley South 5/73 
43 Archeological Recommendations for the Netherland Inn Site 
Kingsport. Tennessee 
Stanley South 7/73 
44 Archeological Recommendations for the Exchange Place Site. 
Kingsport. Tennessee 
Stanley South 7/73 
45 The University of South Carolina's Version of CMAP: A Users Guide 
Richard H. Kimmel 6/73 
46 Archeological Consultation Report on the Newbold-White House. 
47 
Perquimans County. N.C. 
Stanley South 
Wateree-Pineland 230 Kv Powerline Survey 
J. David t1iller 
48 Yemassee-Ridgeland Survey 
7/73 
9/73 
J. David Miller 9/73 
49 Archeological Survey of Duke Power Company's Proposed Bad Creek 
Pumped Storage Project 
John Combes 
50 Reedy River Freeway 
John Combes 





Sediment Basin Project. Savannah Harbor. Georgia 
Leland Ferguson 
Archeological Survey of the North End of Isle of 
Charleston County. S.C. 
Stanley South 
Mulberry Plantation Exploratory Archeology 
Leland Ferguson 
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Archeological Survey Report on the S. C. Department of Corrections' 
Broad River Complex 
Richard H. Kimmel 12/73 
Archeological Survey Report of the Williams-Dupont Power 
Transmission Line 
Richard H. Kimmel 1/74 
57 Landsford Canal 
Richard F. Carrillo 8/76 
58 Archeological Survey of the Duke Power Company's Proposed X-81 
P1 ant, Site B 
Travis L. Bianchi 4/74 
59 Archeological Investigation of S. C. Highway Department's 
Proposed Connector from Port Royal to Ladies Island 
Travis L. Bianchi 5/74 
60 Archeological Survey of the Proposed Southeastern Beltway 
Extension and 12th Street Extension Highway Route in the Vicinity 
of Congaree Creek 
David G. Anderson 
Michael Trink1ey 
James L. Michie 5/74 
61 An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed Cooper River 
Rediversion Project, Berkeley County, S. C. 
Robert Asreen 5/74 
62 An Archeological Survey of an Area of Fort Johnson 
Stanley South 6/74 
63 Palmetto Parapets: Exploratory Archeology at Ft. Moultrie, S.C. 
38CH50 
Stanley South 12/74 
64 Historical Archeology Paper: Method and Theory 
Stanley South 
65 An Archeological Survey of the Seaboard Coast Line R.R. Company's 
Proposed Hardeeville-Levy, S.C. Connector 
Travis L. Bianchi 8/74 
66 Colonial Road Survey at Kings Mountain National Military Park 
Richard F. Carrillo 10/74 
67 Archeological Investigation at the Colonial Settlement of Long 
Bluff (38DA5), Darlington, S.C. 
Kenneth Lewis 1/75 
68 Archeology at Scott's Lake Exploratory Research 1972, 1973 
Leland G. Ferguson 2/75 
69 Archeological Survey of the South Tyger Watershed 
Michael O. Hartley 3/75 
70 An Archeological Survey of a Portion of the Upper New River Watershed 
in Jasper County, South Carolina 
Travis L. Bianchi 3/75 
71 An Archeological Survey of a Portion of the Fairforest Creek Watershed, 
Union County, South Carolina 
72 
Travis L. Bianchi 
The Grove and Flagg Plantations Survey 
Michael O. Hartley 



















An Archeological Survey of the Proposed Access Road, Terminal, 
and Parking Areas on Myrtle Beach Air Force Base, Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina 
David G. Anderson 4/75 
An Archeological Survey of Proposed Widening of U.S. 52 Between 
Monck's Corner and Kingstree, South Carolina 
Robert C. Asreen 4/75 
A Survey and Evaluation of the Archeological Resources of the Little 
Lynches Creek Watershed in Lancaster County, South Carolina 
(Contract No. 380-SC-SCS-75) 
Susan Jackson 6/75 
Historical, Architectural, and Archeological Research at Brattonsville 
(38YK21), York County, South Carolina 
Joseph C. Wilkins 
Howell C. Hunter, Jr. 
Richard F. Carrillo 7/75 
An Archeological Survey of the Proposed Alternate Three Route, 
Southern Alternate, of the Southwestern Columbia Beltway Between 
1-26 and S.C. 48 
Albert C. Goodyear 8/75 
Archeological Investigations at the Kershaw House, Camden (38KE1), 
Kershaw County, South Carolina 
Kenneth E. Lewis 9/75 
Preliminary Assessment of the Site of the Southeastern Utilization 
Research Center and the Waste Treatment Plant at Fort Johnson, 
South Carolina, Charleston County 
Stanley South 10/75 
Archeological Survey of the Lower Reedy River - Belmont Conestee 
and Lower Laurel Creek Interceptor Sewers, Greenville County, South 
Carolina 
Susan Jackson 10/75 
Fickle Forts on Windmill Point: Exploratory Archeology at Fort 
Johnson, South Carolina 
Stanley South 10/75 
Intra-Site Sampling in the Archeological Record: The Discovery 
Phase at Camden 
Kenneth E. Lewis 11/75 
An Archeological Survey of a Portion of the Charleston Innerbelt 
Freeway, Charleston County, South Carolina 
John H. House 
Albert C. Goodyear 11/75 
An Archeological Preservation Plan for South Carolina 
Robert L. Stephenson 6/75 
Regional Data in Historic Archeology: Examples from Environmental 
Impact Surveys 
John House 10/75 
Archeological Investigation at Fort Dorchester (38DR4): An 
Architectural Assessment 


















Archeological Research in the S. C. Electric and Gas Company's 
Proposed Ancillary Transmission Line Corridor for the City of 
Cayce, Lexington County, South Carolina: An Evaluation of 
Prehistoric Cultural Resources 38LX104 and 38LXl12 
Neal W. Ackerly 4/76 
Archeological Survey and Assessment of Cultural Resources Within 
the Unimark Plastics Inc. Tract, Aiken Airport Industrial Park, 
Aiken County, South Carolina 
Randolph J. Widmer 4/76 
Archeological Examination of a Transect through the Middle Savannah 
River Valley: The Bobby Jones Expressway, Richmond County, Georgia 
Leland G. Ferguson 
Randolph J. Widmer 4/76 
Archeological Survey of a Proposed Record Fire Range, Fort Jackson 
Military Reservation, Richland County, South Carolina 
Randolph J. Widmer 4/76 
An Archeological Survey and Assessment of Cultural Resources of the 
Chicago Bridge and Iron Company's Victoria Bluff Facility, 
Beaufort County, South Carolina 
. Rando 1 ph J. Wi dmer 4/76 
An Archeological Survey of the Columbia Metropolitan Airport 
Proposed Parking Facilities 
Robert L. Stephenson 5/76 
Archeological Sampling Survey at Fort Johnson, South Carolina 
(38CH275 and 38CH16) 
Stanley South 
Randolph J. Widmer 9/76 
An Archeological Survey of a Fall Line Creek: Crane Creek Project, 
Richland County, South Carolina 
Leland G. Ferguson 6/76 
Underwater Archeological Survey of Proposed Cooper River Dredge 
Area Adjacent to the Amoco Facilities 
Alan B. Albright 6/76 
Camden, A Frontier Town in Eighteenth Century South Carolina 
Kenneth E. Lewis 10/76 
An Archeological survey of the Proposed Sewerage System Improvements, 
Ridgeway, South Carolina 
Randolph J. Widmer 7/76 
Comment on Ceramics and Buttons from a Burial in the Cunningham 
Field Mound D on St. Catherine's Island, Georgia 
Stanley South 8/76 
A Proposed Study of the Archeology and History of the Otarre 
Development Company Property 
Albert C. Goodyear 9/76 
An Archeological Survey of the Proposed East Cooper and Berkeley 
Railroad, Berkeley County, South Carolina 
Randolph J. Widmer 9/76 
Current and Future Developments in Archeological Theory Building 
Within the Contract Framework 
















The Howser House and the Chronicle Grave and Mass Burial, King's 
Mountain National Military Park, South Carolina 
Richard F. Carrillo 12/76 
Archeological Investigation at the Palm Tree Site, Berkeley County, 
South Carolina 
Randolph J. Widmer 11/76 
An Archeological Survey of the Interstate 77 Route in the South 
Carolina Piedmont 
John H. House 
David L. Ballenger 11/76 
An Archeological Survey of Rawls and Kinley Creeks, Lexington 
County, South Carolina 
Richard F. Carrillo 12/76 
An Archeological Reconnaissance of the Four Proposed Twelfth Street 
Extension Routes, Lexington County, South Carolina 
Ronald W. Wogaman 
John H. House 
Albert C. Goodyear 12/76 
An Archeological Survey of tpe Proposed Gaffney Sewer Improvements 
Richard F. Carrillo 
Susan Jackson 1/77 
An Underwater Archeological Survey and Assessment of Cultural 
Resources of the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company's Victoria 
Bluff Facility, Beaufort County, South Carolina 
Newell O. Wright 3/77 
Statement of General Background, Goals, and Methods of Transmission 
Line Archeological Survey 
Paul Brockington 3/77 
A Functional Study of the Kershaw House Site in Camden, South 
Carolina 
Kenneth E. Lewis 4/77 
An Archeological Survey and Evaluation of the Hodges to Ware 
Shoals Route (U.S. 25) in Greenwood County, South Carolina 
Ronald Wogaman 5/77 
Literature Search for the Corps of Engineers' Murrell's Inlet 
Navigation Project 
Newell O. Wright, Jr. 
Alan B. Albright 5/77 
Evaluation of the Archeological Resources in the Clinton 
Bypass Route, Clinton, South Carolina 
Ronald W. Wogaman 5/77 
Report of Reconnaissance: Summer-Graniteville-230KV 
Transmi s s i on Line (SCE&G): Station 1164+90 1I~'ounds II 
Paul E. Brockington 6/77 
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